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Funding conditions 

1. Funds granted shall be utilized for a specific purpose, which must be documented. Any 

departure from the intended purpose as stated in the submitted application shall require the 

explicit written prior consent of the Else Kröner-Fresenius-Stiftung. As a matter of principle, 

any financial obligations entered into prior to receipt of the notice of funding approval cannot 

be taken into account. 

2. In the event that another application has been submitted or is to be submitted elsewhere 

to obtain funding for the project or to cover any funding shortfalls that arise, the Foundation 

must be informed of this. The same shall apply in cases where third parties have made 

payments or are to make payments towards the project. 

3. The funding recipient shall operate the project under their own name and shall be solely 

responsible for it. The recipient shall bear responsibility for ensuring compliance with legal 

requirements and official regulations, and shall be held liable for any damages that ensue for 

the recipient, the project team or third parties during execution of the project. 

4. The funds, plus statutory interest (Section 288 (1) German Civil Code), may be recalled in 

the event of a breach of the funding contract and/or the funding conditions, particularly in the 

case of non-compliance with reporting requirements (No. 10), i.e. if funds utilisation 

statement is delivered incomplete or delivery thereof is late. Application of section 818 (3) 

German Civil Code shall be excluded. 

Funds should be used efficiently: in particular, all possible cost benefits should be exploited. 

Proof of efficient use of the funds shall be provided together with the funds utilisation 

statement – at the Foundation’s request using the attached form. Disbursed funds that have 

not been or are ultimately not utilised shall be repaid immediately. These may be requested 

again, if required. Unutilised funds and accrued interest must be repaid by no later than 

submission of the funds utilisation statement. 

5. Any hiring of employees by the funding recipient in connection with the project shall 

require written agreements, which shall be supplied to the Foundation on request. 

6. The Foundation shall be authorised, with the cooperation of the funding recipient/project 

manager, to publicise project results or partial results, in particular to the relevant, interested 

experts. The funding recipient/project manager shall be obliged to cooperate in this case. 

7. As a general rule, ownership of movable assets acquired with funds from the Else Kröner-

Fresenius-Stiftung shall be transferred to the funding recipient. In cases where the value of 

individual assets is €1,500 or more, these assets shall be recorded in an inventory. 

The resolution on utilisation of these assets after the funding period has ended shall require 

an explicit written statement from the Foundation. The Foundation may request that these 

movable assets, in particular equipment, be transferred without consideration to the Else 

Kröner-Fresenius-Stiftung, or to a third party named by the Foundation. 

8. Public relations activities by the funding recipient shall require the prior approval of the 

Foundation. Adequate reference shall be made to the support provided by the Else Kröner-

Fresenius-Stiftung. It shall be clearly noted that the name of the Foundation is the “Else 



 

Kröner-Fresenius-Stiftung”. This name is not to be translated. The funding recipient shall 

undertake to submit the full text of any relevant publications to the Foundation. 

9. The project manager shall, no later than 12 months from the indicated project start date 

and annually thereafter, and without being requested to do so, compile a written report on the 

progress and scientific results of the project, and, in collaboration with the funding recipient, 

submit a funds utilisation statement. The report shall be signed by the project manager and 

submitted via email. The report shall include PDFs of the printed versions of original 

publications and overviews generated in association with the funding. The Foundation shall 

receive a summary final report no later than two months after conclusion of the project, 

including a funds utilisation statement, which shall be subject to the same rules as the interim 

report. Receipts and expenditures listed in the funds utilisation statement must be evidenced 

by verifiable documentation. Copies of the final report, the funds utilisations statements and 

accompanying documentation must be retained by the funding recipient for a period of 10 

years. The Foundation reserves the right to audit the reports and other documentation. The 

Foundation shall be assured that it shall receive answers to any queries it has about the 

project. In addition to the reporting requirements, the funding recipient shall be required to 

inform the Foundation in writing about events that have a significant impact on the project. 

This shall apply particularly where the prerequisites for execution of the project or its 

objectives appear to be in jeopardy. 

10.   Should a provision of the funding conditions be invalid, the invalid provision shall be 

superseded by the statutory regulation, or, if there is no such provision, by a regulation that 

comes as close as possible to fulfilling the economic purpose of the invalid provision. 

11. German law shall apply. 

 


